
 

 

 

A Guide to feeding your puppy a RAW Diet 

At 8 weeks old your pup will need to be fed 4 meals a day. At 12 weeks old you can feed 3 meals a 

day and at about 6 months old you can reduce it further to 2 meals a day.  

There are several ways to work out how much food to feed to your puppy daily. 

1. Weigh your puppy, and feed 6% of its bodyweight in food daily, and then divided that amount into 

however many meals he she will need for her age. For example, if your puppy is 12 weeks old and 

weighs (4.5kg = 4500grams), 6% of this is (4500g divided by 100 x 6) = 270g a day; divided that 

amount into three meals which is approx 90g per meal, or divided into 4 meals would be approx 

68g per meal. Re-weigh your puppy at the end of each week, as your puppy grows and 

recalculate/increase the daily quantity of food required until about six to seven months old.  

2. Or alternatively you can feed 3% of the expected adult weight (EG 7.5kg-8kg for a pug) and feed 

that amount all the way through to adult hood. 

Bear in mind that every puppy is individual, so some may have faster or slower metabolisms than 

others. If after a week or two you find that the pup is getting to look a bit too plump on his/her daily 

amounts of food, then simply reduce his/her daily amount a little, either by ½% or by 1% until 

he/she is looking a little leaner.  

If, on the other hand the pup is looking a bit too slim, increase his daily amount of food by about 

1%.- 2%. The aim is for puppy to grow slowly and evenly without becoming either too fat or too 

thin.  

Balanced out over the week, their diet should be made up of: 

30% - RAW (not weight bearing) meaty bones such as Chicken or Turkey wings & necks, lamb ribs etc, or 

a minced meat equivalent that has bone content in it. 

60% - Raw boneless meats, chunks or minced - beef, lamb, chicken, Rabbit, Venison, tripe, heart eggs, 

fish, etc.  

10% - offal IE Liver and kidney,5% of which should be liver.  

Vegetables are optional; dogs are carnivores and get very minimal nutritional value from veg, but a little 

now and again such as from left over roast dinner etc won’t hurt – If you decide to feed vegetables on a 

regular basis it needs to be pulped and or cooked before feeding or it will be of no nutritional value at all. 

It’s probably best to not feed too many new foods to the pup in one go to begin with, unless it’s had a wide 

variety of different things given to it by the breeder; feed/introduce one thing at a time for a few days, then 

introduce something new and feed that for a couple of days and so on. Too many new things all at once 

may lead to tummy upsets. Introduce liver very slowly, a very small amount at any one time, and gradually 

build up the amount. Too much liver in one feed can cause soft runny stools. 

A varied raw diet should provide almost all the vitamins and minerals a dog needs. The only thing 

that may possibly be lacking is omega 3 fatty acids, feeding oily fish once a week and or adding a 

small drizzle of salmon/fish oil over their food daily will help. 

  



 

 

At 8 weeks old: Dividing their daily amount into 4 meals: 

For the first week or two introduce new meats one at a time – start with, say chicken mince for one meal, 

tripe for two meals; after a few days replace one of the meals with something else, after a few more replace 

the tripe with something different again. Add in liver/kidney last and in teeny amounts to begin with. Once 

pup is used to digesting mince with bone in you can progress to bashed necks or wings. The fourth meal of 

the day might be a spoonful of live yoghurt and half an egg beaten in, or you could divide the day’s 

allowance into four, in which case two meals could contain bone one day, one meal the next day. 

At 12 weeks: Divide daily amount into 3 meals cutting out the bedtime meal. As an example: 

Breakfast: chicken necks/wings 

Lunch: meaty meal 

Tea: meaty meal; add an egg about 2-3 times a week 

 

At around 5-6 months old: you can cut out the midday meal….pup will probably let you know when it no 

longer wants to eat this by being unenthusiastic. Also, by this stage pup is probably eating about the same 

as an adult or maybe even a bit more; split this into two meals (small breeds will probably have reached the 

adult quantities by 12 – 14 weeks!). Meaty bone meals need to be one third of diet, so pup won’t be eating 

them every day. 

Here’s a week’s sample menu for a pup once it’s reached the two-meal stage, to give you an idea how the 

variety may be achieved; this will continue on into adulthood, with small adjustments in quantities to keep 

him/her in a fit healthy condition! Obviously, it can be swapped round to suit, and any of the meats can be 

replaced by other things. Make sure you check with suppliers which minces have bone in them. 

Monday       A.M - Chicken necks (or mince with bone) 

                      P.M - Beef + Egg. 

Tuesday       A.M - Tripe. 

                      P.M - Lamb & Liver. 

Wednesday  A.M - Rabbit mince with bone. 

                      P.M - Economy mince (lung) + Egg. 

Thursday     A.M – Beef. 

                      P.M - Tripe & Kidney. 

Friday          A.M - Chicken neck (or mince with bone) 

                      P.M - Heart + Egg 

Saturday      A.M - Chicken wings (or mince with bone) 

                      P.M – Lamb 



 

 

Sunday         A.M - Tripe & Liver 

                      P.M - Fish (tinned pilchards or sardines, or raw fish if liked 

 


